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Non-Aligned Media
Joshua Blakeney has pointed out that Adrienne Arsenault of CBC reported last night that in
the weeks leading up to the two so-called ‘terror’ incidents that took place this week in
Quebec and Ottawa Canadian authorities had been running war games exercises depicting
such attacks.
The relevant commentary starts at 1:52 of the video below:

According to Arsenault,
They [Canadian authorities] may have been surprised by the actual incidents
but not by the concepts of them. Within the last month we know that the CSIS,
the RCMP and the National Security Task Force … ran a scenario that’s akin to
a war games exercise if you will where they actually imagined literally an
attack in Quebec, followed by an attack in another city, followed by a tip that
that ‘hey some foreign ﬁghters are coming back from Syria.’ So they were
imagining a worst case scenario. We’re seeing elements of that happening
right now. … [Canadian authorities] may talk today in terms of being surprised
but we know that this precise scenario has been keeping them up at night for
awhile.
What an amazing coincidence that Canadian intelligence ran a drill envisioning an attack
ﬁrst in Quebec, then another city. On Monday October 20 a man identiﬁed as Martin Rouleau
supposedly ran over two Candian soldiers with his car in a mall parking lot in the city of
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu in Quebec. And yesterday, as we know, one soldier was gunned
down in Ottawa followed by a siege on the parliament itself. Authorities and media are
claiming that both suspects were converts to Islam who had become “radicalized.”
What are the chances that these mock terror drills are just a coincidence? In nearly every
instance of a major terrorist occurrence in the West, it has been revealed that intelligence
services were conducting war games exercises mimicking the very events that later come to
pass. On the day of the London subway bombings in 2005 British authorities ran drills
depicting the exact attack scenario that transpired later in the day. On 9/11 multiple US
agencies were running drills simulating jet hijackings. And now we have conﬁrmation
that Canada’s intelligence services were doing the same thing.
It has also been revealed that both suspects in the two incidents this week were being
monitored by both US and Canadian intelligence for some time prior to their alleged attacks.
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Non-Aligned Media will continue following this story as more information comes out.
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